Bonded door seals for gate valves and slit valve door seal applications provide improved sealing performance versus conventional O-rings by reducing particle generation, extending seal life and minimizing replacement time during preventive maintenance.

DuPont™ Kalrez® bonded door seals are designed for easy installation and low particle generation. They combine a custom seal design and proprietary adhesion technology along with the excellent plasma resistance of Kalrez® 9100, 8002, and Kalrez® Sahara™ 8085. The seal is held in a “fixed” position versus conventional O-rings, thereby eliminating “rolling/twisting” during door actuation. In addition, the seal design has been optimized using finite element analysis (FEA) to minimize high concentrations of localized stresses. As a result, both particle generation and sealing performance significantly improved versus conventional O-rings. Kalrez® bonded door seals are available in Kalrez® 9100, 8002 and Kalrez® Sahara™ 8085* for etching, ashing/stripping, HDPCVD, PECVD, SACVD, metal CVD and ALD wafer processing applications.

Typical Applications
Gate valves, slit valve doors, and other similar parts currently employing an O-ring seal or dovetail seal.

Lower Particle Generation and Extended Seal Life versus Conventional O-rings
- Sealing element held in a “fixed” position, i.e., eliminates “rolling/twisting” in service
- Kalrez® 9100, 8002 and Kalrez® Sahara™ 8085 employed to minimize particle generation in reactive plasmas
- Ultrapure post-cleaning and packaging reduces unwanted contamination
- Improved sealing performance—optimal design minimizes high concentrations of localized stresses

Less Replacement Time versus O-ring Seals During Preventive Maintenance
- Quick and easy assembly/disassembly to mounting bracket
- Reduces installation problems commonly experienced with O-ring seals
- Eliminates need to clean the seal gland during preventive maintenance
- Barcode on packaging plus bonded door seal part number and Kalrez® product number engraved on back of commercially available bonded door seals maintains traceability and identification plus provides assurance that it is a Kalrez® perfluoroelastomer part (FFKM).

* Select bonded door seals may also be available in DuPont™ Zalak® 5100.
Availability

DuPont™ Kalrez® bonded door seals are available to fit most semiconductor OEM equipment platforms. In addition, a custom Kalrez® bonded door seal can be developed for most gate valve and slit valve door seal applications. Ultrapure post-cleaning and packaging is standard for all Kalrez® bonded door seals. Contact a DuPont Performance Elastomers applications engineer or an authorized Kalrez® distributor for specific size availability.

Proven Performance at Fab Lines

**Case Report #6376 — European Fab Line, PECVD VAT MONOVAT® bonded door application**
- Process chemistry: Trimethyl silane (TMS), O₂
- Cleaning chemistry: NF₃ plasma via remote plasma source
- Customer reported results: No reported performance problems with a Kalrez® 9100 VAT MONOVAT® bonded door after processing more than 55,000 pairs of wafers. Incumbent VAT MONOVAT® bonded door (competitive FFKM F4) lasted only 30,000 pairs of wafers before exhibiting particle generation.

**Case Report #7174 — U.S. Fab Line, Integrated ALD/Tungsten CVD Slit Valve Door Seal Application**
- Process chemistry: WF₆, SiH₄, H₂, N₂, Ar
- Cleaning chemistry: NF₃ plasma generated “in situ”
- Customer reported results: Customer was able to extend PM cycle from 6,000 to 10,000 wafers using a Kalrez® 9100 bonded slit valve door seal. The PM cycle for the incumbent bonded slit valve door seal (competitive FFKM A11) had been set at 6,000 wafers due to inconsistent seal life and premature replacement due to particle generation.

**Case Report #7153 — Japanese Fab Line, HDPCV D Slit Valve Door Seal Application**
- Process chemistry: SiH₄, O₂, He
- Cleaning chemistry: NF₃ plasma via a remote plasma source
- Customer reported results: Kalrez® 8002 bonded slit valve door seal lasted approximately 20,000 wafers without any reported performance problems. Incumbent seal (competitive FFKM A11) lasted only 12,000 wafers (1 PM cycle) before exhibiting vacuum leakage.

**Case Report #7640 — Japanese Fab Line, HPDCVD Slit Valve Door Seal Application**
- Process chemistry: SiH₄, O₂, He, Ar, H₂
- Cleaning chemistry: NF₃ plasma
- Customer reported results: Kalrez® 8002 bonded slit valve door seal lasted 15,000 wafer cycles without any reported performance problems. Incumbent seal lasted only 10,000 wafers before exhibiting particle generation and vacuum leakage.

**Case Report #3786 — European Fab Line, SACVD Slit Valve Door Seal Application**
- Process chemistry: TEOS, O₃, TEBO, TEP
- Customer reported results: Kalrez® Sahara™ 8085 bonded slit valve door seal lasted over 30,000 wafer cycles without any reported performance problems. Incumbent bonded slit valve door seal (competitive FFKM A11) lasted only 10,000 wafer cycles before exhibiting particle generation.

**Case Report #7262 — European Fab Line, SACVD MONOVAT® Bonded Door Seal Application**
- Process chemistry: TEOS, O₃, TEBO, TEB
- Customer reported results: No reported performance problems with a Kalrez® Sahara™ 8085 VAT MONOVAT® bonded door after processing 96,000 pairs of wafers. Incumbent VAT MONOVAT® bonded doors (competitive FFKM A18 and F4) lasted only 30,000 and 60,000 pairs of wafers respectively before exhibiting particle generation and vacuum leakage.
**Case Report #5791 — Malaysian Fab Line, HDPCVD Slit Valve Door Seal Application**

- Process chemistry: SiH₄, O₂
- Cleaning chemistry: NF₃ plasma
- Customer reported results: Kalrez® Sahara™ 8085 bonded slit valve door seal lasted 12,000 wafers without any reported performance problems. Incumbent bonded slit valve door seal (competitive FFKM A18) lasted only 6,000 wafers before exhibiting cracking.

**Case Report #8729 — U.S. Fab Line, Tungsten CVD Slit Valve Door Seal Application**
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Visit us at kalrez.dupont.com or vespel.dupont.com

Contact DuPont at the following regional locations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
<td>800-222-8377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+0800 17 17 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>+41 22 717 51 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater China</td>
<td>+86-400-8851-888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASEAN</td>
<td>+65-6586-3688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>+81-3-5521-8484</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The information set forth herein is furnished free of charge and is based on technical data that DuPont believes to be reliable and falls within the normal range of properties. It is intended for use by persons having technical skill, at their own discretion and risk. This data should not be used to establish specification limits nor used alone as the basis of design. Handling precaution information is given with the understanding that those using it will satisfy themselves that their particular conditions of use present no health or safety hazards. Since conditions of product use and disposal are outside our control, we make no warranties, express or implied, and assume no liability in connection with any use of this information. As with any product, evaluation under end-use conditions prior to specification is essential. Nothing herein is to be taken as a license to operate or a recommendation to infringe on patents.

Caution: Do not use in medical applications involving permanent implantation in the human body. For other medical applications, discuss with your DuPont customer service representative and read Medical Caution Statement H-50103-3.
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